Abstract. When C is a chordal clutter in the sense of Woodroofe or Emtander, we show that the complement clutter is edgewise strongly shellable. When C is indeed a finite simple graph, we study various characterizations of chordal graphs from the point of view of strong shellability. In particular, the generic graph GT of a tree is shown to be bi-strongly shellable. We also characterize edgewise strongly shellable bipartite graphs in terms of constructions from upward sequences.
Introduction
Recall that a simplicial complex ∆ on the vertex set Vp∆q " V is a finite subset of 2 V , such that A P ∆ and B Ď A implies B P ∆. Typically, for the simplicial complexes considered here, the vertex set is rns :" t 1, 2, . . . , n u for some n P Z`. The set A is called a face if A P ∆, and called a facet if A is a maximal face with respect to inclusion. Sets of facets of ∆ will be denoted by Fp∆q. When Fp∆q " t F 1 , . . . , F t u, we write ∆ " xF 1 , . . . , F t y. Any set in 2 V z∆ is called a nonface of ∆. The dimension of a face A, denoted by dimpAq, is |A|´1. The dimension of a simplicial complex ∆, denoted by dimp∆q, is the maximum dimension of its faces. The simplicial complex ∆ is pure if all the facets of ∆ have the same dimension.
Recall that a simplicial complex ∆ is called shellable if there exists a linear order F 1 , . . . , F m on its facet set Fp∆q such that for each pair i ă j, there exists a k ă j, such that F j zF k " tvu for some v P F j zF i . Such a linear order is called a shelling order. Shellability is an important property when investigating a simplicial complex. It is well-known that a pure shellable simplicial complex is Cohen-Macaulay, see [HH11] . Matroid complexes, shifted complexes and vertex decomposable complexes are all known to be shellable.
In [GSW] , a stronger requirement was imposed on the shelling orders of shellable simplicial complexes. A simplicial complex ∆ is called strongly shellable if its facets can be arranged in a linear order F 1 , . . . , F t in such a way that for each pair i ă j, there exists k ă j, such that |F j zF k | " 1 and F i X F j Ď F k Ď F i Y F j . Such an ordering of facets will be called a strong shelling order. Matroid complexes and pure shifted complexes are all known to be strongly shellable.
As a simple example, let L n be the line graph with n vertices. Considered as a onedimensional simplicial complex, L n is shellable (actually, even vertex decomposable) for all n. But L n is strongly shellable only for n ď 4. Additionally, it is well-known that the Stanley-Reisner ideals of the Alexander dual of shellable complexes have linear quotients. An important fact about pure strongly shellable complexes is that the corresponding facet ideals also have linear quotients. Therefore, pure vertex decomposable complexes, not having this property, are in general not strongly shellable. Conversely, we also showed an example in [GSW] that pure strongly shellable complexes are not necessarily vertex decomposable. Some of the other pertinent facts of strong shellability are summarized in Section 2.
To provide more concrete examples for pure strongly shellable complexes, we show in this paper that strong shellability occurs naturally when considering chordal clutters and graphs. Recall that a finite simple graph G is chordal if each cycle in G of length at least 4 has at least one chord. For finite simple graphs, chordality is an important and fascinating topic. Chordal graphs have many seemingly quite different characterizations, which were later generalized from various perspectives to clutters.
Note that the facet set Fp∆q of a simplicial complex ∆ gives rise to a clutter C whose edge set is Fp∆q. When ∆ is strongly shellable, we will call C edgewise strongly shellable, abbreviated as ESS. In section 3 of the current paper, we will show, roughly speaking, if C is a chordal clutter in the sense of Woodroofe [Woo11] or in the sense of Emtander [Emt10] , then the complement clutter is ESS; see our Theorems 3.2 and 3.5. Since these two types of chordality are mutually non-comparable, the converses of aforementioned two theorems are not true in general, namely, the complement clutter of ESS clutters are generally not chordal in either sense.
Recently, Bigdeli, Yazdan Pour and Zaare-Nahandi [BYPZN15] also introduced chordal property for d-uniform clutters. This class will be denoted by C d . The edge ideals of the complement clutters of the objects in C d have linear resolutions over any field, but not necessarily have linear quotients. Meanwhile, we can denote the class of d-uniform clutters whose complement clutters are ESS, by CESS. A natural question would be whether CESS is a subclass of C d . An answer for this is pertinent to the two questions in [BYPZN15] ; see our Remark 3.8.
In Section 4, we will focus on ESS finite simple graphs. As a consequence of the aforementioned results for chordal clutters, we have a new characterization of chordal graphs in Theorem 4.3: a graph is chordal if and only if the complement graph is ESS. We will provide in-depth investigation of some of the known characterizations of chordal graphs, all from the perspectives of strong shellability.
Recently, Herzog and Rahimi [HR16] studied the bi-Cohen-Macaulay (abbreviated as bi-CM) property of finite simple graphs. Recall that a simplicial complex ∆ is called bi-CM, if both ∆ and its Alexander dual complex ∆ _ are CM. A simple graph G is called bi-CM, if the Stanley-Reisner complex ∆ G of the edge ideal IpGq of G is bi-CM. As a complete classification of all bi-CM graphs seems to be impossible, they gave a classification of all bi-CM graphs up to separation. As they showed in [HR16, Theorem 11], the generic graph G T of a tree T provides a bi-CM inseparable model. In particular, G T is bi-CM.
Following the same spirit, we will call a simplicial complex ∆ bi-strongly shellable (abbreviated as bi-SS), if both ∆ and its Alexander dual complex ∆ _ are strongly shellable. Bi-SS graphs can be similarly defined. In the present paper, we will show that the generic graph of a tree is not only bi-CM, but also bi-SS; see Theorem 4.24.
The final section is devoted to bipartite graphs which have no isolated vertex. As a quick corollary of the characterizations of chordal graphs, a bipartite graph with no isolated vertex is ESS if and only if it is a Ferrers graph. We will reconstruct ESS bipartite graphs by upward sequences in Theorem 5.9. This new point of view will induce the Ferrers-graph characterization of ESS bipartite graphs which have no isolated vertex.
Strongly shellable complexes
In this section, we summarize some of the properties related to strongly shellable simplicial complexes, that will be applied in this paper.
Recall that a matroid complex ∆ is a simplicial complex whose faces are the independent sets of a matroid. By [Sta96, Proposition III.3 .1], this is equivalent to saying that ∆ is a simplicial complex such that for every subset W Ď Vp∆q, the induced subcomplex ∆ W :" t F P ∆ | F Ď W u is pure.
Proposition 2.1 ([GSW, Proposition 6.3]). Matroid complexes are strongly shellable.
Let ∆ be a pure simplicial complex. For arbitrary facets F and G, the distance between them is defined as dispF, Gq :" |F zG|, which is certainly |GzF | as well. This function satisfies the usual triangle inequality. Sometimes, we will write it as dis ∆ to emphasize the underlying simplicial complex.
Lemma 2.2 ([GSW, Lemma 4.2])
. Let ∆ be a pure simplicial complex. Then ∆ is strongly shellable if and only if there exists a linear order ą on Fp∆q, such that whenever
For a pure simplicial complex ∆, its complement complex ∆ c has the facet set Fp∆ c q " t F c : F P Fp∆q u, where F c :" Vp∆qzF . The strong shellabilities of ∆ and ∆ c have the following relation:
Lemma 2.3 ([GSW, Lemma 4.10]). A pure simplicial complex ∆ is strongly shellable if and only if its complement complex ∆ c has the same property.
Let S " Krx 1 , . . . , x n s be a polynomial ring over a field K and I a graded proper ideal. Recall that I has linear quotients, if there exists a system of homogeneous generators f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f m of I such that the colon ideal xf 1 , . . . , f i´1 y : f i is generated by linear forms for all i. If I has linear quotients, then I is componentwise linear; see [HH11, Theorem 8.2.15]. In particular, if I has linear quotients and can be generated by forms of degree d, then it has a d-linear resolution; see [HH11, Proposition 8.2.1]. Another important result in [GSW] is that:
Theorem 2.4 ([GSW, Theorem 4.11]). If ∆ is a pure strongly shellable complex, then the facet ideal Ip∆q has linear quotients. In particular, Ip∆q has a linear resolution over any field.
Edgewise strongly shellable clutters
Recall that a clutter C with a finite vertex set VpCq consists of a collection EpCq of nonempty subsets of VpCq, called edges, none of which is included in another. Clutters are also known as finite simple hypergraphs. A subclutter K of C is a clutter such that VpKq Ď VpCq and EpKq Ď EpCq. If U Ď VpCq, the induced subclutter on U , C U , is the subclutter with VpC U q " U and with EpC U q consisting of all edges of C that lie entirely in U . A clutter C is called d-uniform if |e| " d for each e P EpCq.
If C is a clutter, we can remove a vertex v in the following two ways.
(a) The deletion Czv is the clutter with VpCzvq " VpCqz t v u and with
EpCzvq " t e P EpCq : v R e u .
(b) The contraction C{v is the clutter with VpC{vq " VpCqz t v u and with edges the minimal sets of t ez t v u : e P EpCq u with respect to inclusion. Thus, induced subclutters are obtained by repeated deletions. A clutter D obtained from C by repeated deletions and/or contractions is called a minor of C.
Let d ď n be two positive integers and V a set of cardinality n. A subset S Ď`V d˘i s called strongly shellable if the unique complex ∆ over V whose facet set is S, is strongly shellable. If C is a uniform clutter such that the edge set EpCq is strongly shellable, we say C is edgewise strongly shellable, abbreviated as ESS.
For a clutter C, the vertex-complement clutter C vc is the clutter on VpCq such that
On the other hand, for a d-uniform clutter C, the edge-complement clutter C ec is the clutter on VpCq such that EpV ec q " tE : |E| " d and E R EpCqu.
The following lemma is a re-statement of Lemma 2.3:
Lemma 3.1. Let C be a uniform clutter. Then C is ESS if and only if its vertex-complement clutter C vc is ESS.
If C is a clutter, an independent set of C is a subset of VpCq containing no edge of C. The independence complex is IpCq :" t F Ď VpCq : F is an independent set of C u .
Fix an integer d, which will usually be the minimum edge cardinality of C. Let c d pCq be the clutter such that Vpc d pCqq " VpCq and
Edges of c d pCq will be referred to as d-non-edges of C. In the special case that C is d-uniform, c d pCq is exactly the edge-complement clutter of C. In general, when C is not necessarily uniform, it is not difficult to see that Ipc d pCqq _ is the pure simplicial complex whose facet set is 3.1. Woodroofe's chordality. Let C be a clutter. A vertex v of C is called simplicial if for every two distinct edges e 1 and e 2 of C that contain v, there is a third edge e 3 such that e 3 Ď pe 1 Y e 2 qz t v u. A clutter C is called W-chordal if every minor of C has a simplicial vertex.
Recall that given a simplicial complex ∆ and a vertex v, the deletion complex ∆zv is the simplicial complex ∆zv :" t F P ∆ | v R F u , and the link complex link ∆ pvq is the simplicial complex
On the other hand, a vertex v of a simplicial complex ∆ is called a shedding vertex if no facet of link ∆ v is a facet of ∆zv. (a) . Likewise, let G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n be a strong shelling order of the facets of Ipc d pCqq _ zv in part (b). As v is a shedding vertex, the facet set of
We claim that this is a strong shelling order. It suffice to show that for arbitrary i P rns and j P rms, we can find suitable i 1 P rns such that
The complements are taken with respect to the vertex set VpCq. Therefore, these sets are edges in c d pCq. The case when dispG c i , F c j zvq " 1 is trivial. Thus, we may assume that dispG c i , F c j zvq ě 2. Note that both G c i and F c j contain v. We only need to find suitable u P pF c j zvqzG c i such that F c j zu P c d pCq. Whence, we can take G i 1 with G c i 1 " F c j zu. If we cannot find such a vertex u, since dispG c i , F c j zvq ě 2, we can take two distinct u 1 , u 2 P pF c j zvqzG c i such that both e 1 :" F c j zu 1 and e 2 :" F c j zu 2 belong to C. As v is simplicial for C and belongs to both e 1 and e 2 , we can find suitable edge e Ď pe 1 Y e 2 qzv " F c j zv. But the cardinality of F c j zv is exactly d, the minimum edge cardinality of C. Hence e " F c j zv is an edge of C not containing v. This contradicts to the assumption that F c j zv P c d pCq. 3.2. Emtander's chordality. Two distinct vertices x, y of a clutter H are neighbors if there is an edge E P EpHq, such that x, y P E. For any vertex x P VpHq, the set of neighbors of x is denoted by N pxq, and called the neighborhood of x. If N pxq " ∅, x is called isolated. Furthermore, we let N rxs :" N pxq Y t x u be the closed neighborhood of x.
The d-complete clutter, K d n , on rns, is defined by EpK d n q "`r ns d˘, the set of all subsets of rns
n is interpreted as n isolated points. A clutter C is said to have a perfect elimination order if its vertices can be ordered x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n such that for each i, either the induced subclutter
, if C has a perfect elimination order and EpCq ‰ H, then C has a perfect elimination order x 1 , . . . , x n such that x 1 is not isolated.
An E-chordal clutter is a d-uniform clutter, obtained inductively as follows:
Then C is E-chordal if and only if it has a perfect elimination order.
The above shellability result can be strengthened as follows.
Lemma 3.6. Let X and Y be two disjoint finite sets. Let
Fix a positive integer λ. For indices i and j with maxp0, λ´|Y |q ď i ď j ď minpλ, |X|q, let
Then A i,j is strongly shellable.
Proof. Let ∆ be the simplicial complex whose facet set is A i,j . Obviously,
For every subset W Ď X Y Y , the induced subcomplex
This subcomplex is clearly pure. Hence ∆ is a matroid complex. By Proposition 2.1, ∆ is strongly shellable, i.e., A i,j is strongly shellable.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We prove by induction. The base cases have already been discussed in the proof for Theorem 3.2. Since C is E-chordal, it has a perfect elimination order x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n on the vertex set. Take v " x 1 . Note that C tx 2 ,...,xnu is still E-chordal. Let N " N px 1 q be the neighborhood of
Its edge set is
e Ď tx 2 , . . . , x n u : |e| " d´1 and e Ć N ( .
If we take X " t x 2 , . . . , x n u zN and Y " N , then the above edge set is A 1,minpd´1,n´1´|N |q for λ " d´1 in Lemma 3.6. Thus, it is strongly shellable. Equivalently, Ipc d pCq{vq _ is strongly shellable. The rest of the proof will be essentially the same as that for Theorem 3.2.
Remark 3.7. Under the same assumptions as in Theorems 3.2 and 3.5, Woodroofe [Woo11, Theorem 6.9, Proposition 6.11] showed that Ipc d pCqq _ is also vertex decomposable respectively. On the other hand, by [GSW, Examples 6.7 and 6.9], we know that there is no implication between strongly shellable complexes and vertex decomposable complexes.
Remark 3.8. Bigdeli, Yazdan Pour and Zaare-Nahandi [BYPZN15] also introduced chordal property for d-uniform clutters. Following their notation, denote this class by C d . Among others, they showed the following relation for d-uniform clutters:
Here, LinRes is the class of d-uniform clutters whose edge ideals have a linear resolution over any field. Furthermore, they asked the following two questions.
(1) Does there exist any d-uniform clutter C such that the ideal IpCq has a linear resolution over any field, but C is not in the class 
Edgewise strongly shellable graphs
Throughout this section, we focus on 2-uniform clutters, which are actually finite simple graphs. Recall that if G is a finite simple graph with the vertex set VpGq and the edge set EpGq, then |VpGq| is finite and EpGq Ď t tu, vu | u, v P VpGq are distinct u. The complement graph G is the finite simple graph with identical vertex set and tu, vu P EpGq if and only if tu, vu R EpGq for distinct u, v P VpGq. The neighborhood of v in G is N G pvq :" t u P VpGq | tu, vu P EpGq u and its cardinality is called the degree of v. And a vertex v P VpGq is isolated if its degree is 0, i.e., there exists no edge containing v in G. A vertex is a leaf if its degree is 1.
Recall that a cycle of G of length q ě 3 is a subgraph C of G such that
where i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i q are distinct vertices of G. A chord of a cycle C is an edge t i, j u of G such that i and j are vertices of C with t i, j u R EpCq. A chordal graph is a finite graph each of whose cycles of length ą 3 has a chord. Note that W-chordal 2-uniform clutters, E-chordal 2-uniform clutters and chordal graphs coincide. Given a finite simple graph G, a subset C of VpGq is called a clique of G if for all distinct i and j in C, one has t i, j u P EpGq. A perfect elimination ordering of G is an ordering i 1 , . . . , i n of the vertices of G such that for each j with 1 ď j ă n,
is a clique of G. This is obviously a special case of the perfect elimination order that we encountered when discussing Emtander's chordality. The following result is clear.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that O : v 1 , . . . , v n gives a perfect elimination order for G. Then for arbitrary nonempty subset V 1 of VpGq, the restriction of O on V 1 gives a perfect elimination order for the induced subgraph G V 1 .
For a finite simple graph G with VpGq " rns, its edge ideal is
IpGq " xx i x j | ti, ju P EpGqy Ă S " Krx 1 , . . . , x n s for some base field K. If instead VpGq " t x 1 , . . . , x n u, then the edge ideal is
Remark 4.2. Let G be a finite simple graph. Notice that a strong shelling order ą on the edge set EpGq " tE 1 , . . . , E t u simply means that whenever we have two disjoint edges E i ą E j , then we can find some E k ą E j that intersects both E i and E j non-trivially. In other words, to check the strong shellability of ą, one only needs to check non-adjacent edges.
The main result of this section is as follows.
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a finite simple graph. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) G is ESS.
(2) The edge ideal IpGq has linear quotients.
(3) The edge ideal IpGq has a linear resolution.
(4) The complement graph G is chordal.
(5) The complement graph G has a perfect elimination ordering.
Proof. The "(1) ñ (2)" part is due to Theorem 2.4. The "(2) ñ (3)" part is well-known, cf. [HT02, Lemma 1.5]. The equivalence between (3) and (4) is due to [Frö90] . And the equivalence between (4) and (5), as far as we know, can be traced back to [Dir61, FG65, Ros70] . The "(4) ñ (1)" part is due to Theorems 3.2 or 3.5, together with Lemma 2.3.
For completeness, we will also demonstrate the direct proofs of (5) ñ (1) ñ (4) and (3) ñ (1) respectively. Before that, we first show two quick corollaries to the above characterization. . Let C be a clutter with the vertex set VpCq " t x 1 , . . . , x n u and s 1 , . . . , s n be arbitrary positive integers. The ps 1 , . . . , s n q-expansion of C, denoted by C ps 1 ,...,snq , is the clutter with the vertex set t x i,j | 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď s i u and the edge set t tx i 1 ,r 1 , . . . , x it,rt u | tx i 1 , . . . , x it u P EpCq and pr 1 , . . . , r t q P rs Proof. Let ∆ be the one-dimensional pure simplicial complex over VpGq " t x 1 , . . . , x n u whose facet set is EpGq where G is the complement graph of G with respect to VpGq. Let G 1 be the facet graph of ∆ ps 1 ,...,snq . Obviously, G 1 is also the complement graph of G ps 1 ,...,snq with respect to Vp∆ ps 1 ,...,sn" t x i,j | 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď s i u. Now, it suffices to apply Theorems 2.5 and 4.3.
Recall that for a graph G, a property P is hereditary if the property P holds for every induced subgraph of G whenever it holds for G. Proof. It is well-known that chordality is hereditary. Thus, we can apply the equivalence between (1) and (4) in Theorem 4.3.
Of course, this easy statement can be proved directly and generalized to higher dimensions.
Proposition 4.7. Let C be a uniform ESS clutter and W Ď VpCq. Then the induced subclutter C W :" t E P EpCq : E Ď W u is also ESS.
Proof. Suppose that ą gives a strong shelling order on EpCq and let ą 1 be its restriction on EpC W q. Take arbitrary distinct F, G P C W with F ą 1 G. Then F ą G with F Ď W and G Ď W . By the strong shellability of ą, one can find suitable H P EpCq such that H ą G, dispG, Hq " 1 and F X G Ď H Ď F Y G. It follows immediately that H Ď W , and therefore H P EpC W q. By the definition of ą 1 , we have H ą 1 G such that dispG, Hq " 1 and F X G Ď H Ď F Y G. This shows that ą 1 is a strong shelling order and C W is ESS.
Perfect elimination order, chordality and ESS graphs.
Proof of (5) ñ (1) in Theorem 4.3. We will prove by induction on |VpGq| with the base case of |VpGq| " 2 being trivial. Now, suppose that |VpGq| " n ě 3 and there exists a perfect elimination order on G: v 1 , . . . , v n . It follows from Lemma 4.1 that v 1 , . . . , v n´1 is also a perfect elimination order for the induced subgraph G tv 1 ,...,v n´1 u . By induction, the induced subgraph G 1 :" G tv 1 ,...,v n´1 u , as the complement of G tv 1 ,...,v n´1 
Assume that e i " tv l , v k u and l ă k. Then G 2 :" G tv l ,v j ,v k ,vnu has an induced perfect elimination order by Lemma 4.1. Now, consider the following two cases.
(a) If j ă l, then either tv j , v l u P EpGq or tv j , v k u P EpGq. In fact, if neither happens, then tv l , v k u P EpGq by the definition of perfect elimination ordering. It contradicts to the fact that tv l , v k u P EpGq. Note that tv j , v l u ą tv j , v n u and tv j , v k u ą tv j , v n u in this case. (b) If l ă j, then, as the discussion above, either tv l , v j u P EpGq or tv l , v n u P EpGq. Note that tv l , v j u ą tv j , v n u and tv l , v n u ą tv j , v n u in this case. In both cases, we are able to find an edge e ą tv j , v n u which is adjacent to both tv l , v k u and tv j , v n u. This completes the proof.
Proof of (1) ñ (4) in Theorem 4.3. Assume that G is ESS. Then, for each pair of edges tv i , v j u and tv l , v k u with no common vertex, they are adjacent to a common edge by Remark 4.2. This implies that one of tv i , v l u, tv i , v k u, tv j , v l u and tv j , v k u is an edge in EpGq. In other words, any cycle with 4 vertices in G must have a chord.
We will complete the proof by contradiction. If G is not chordal, then there exists a minimal cycle with more than 3 vertices in G. Let e 1 , . . . , e t be a strong shelling order on EpGq. Let G s " Gz t e t , e t´1 , . . . , e s`1 u. Note that removing edges successively from EpGq amounts to adding corresponding edges successively to EpGq. Therefore, we can find suitable s ě 1 such that G s contains a minimal cycle with 4 vertices. Note that e 1 , . . . , e s is a strong shelling order on EpG s q. This provides a contradiction.
4.2.
(a) if u 1 , u 2 P VpGq such that tu 1 , u 2 u P EpGq and f pu 1 q ‰ f pu 2 q, then tf pu 1 q, f pu 2 qu P EpHq; (b) if tv 1 , v 2 u P EpHq, then there exists tu 1 , u 2 u P EpGq such that f pu 1 q " v 1 and f pu 2 q " v 2 . The map f here will be called a quotient map. For simplicity, we will denote the edge tf pu 1 q, f pu 2 qu by f ptu 1 , u 2 uq.
Note that if the edge ideals IpGq Ă S " Krx g : g P Gs and IpHq Ă T " Krx h : h P Hs and let ϕ f be the natural map from S to T sending x g with g P G to x f pgq with f pgq P H, it is possible that ϕ f pIpGqq ‰ IpHq. This happens if and only if ϕ f pIpGqq contains square monomials, i.e., for some h P H, one can find some g 1 , g 2 P f´1phq such that tg 1 , g 2 u P EpGq. Thus, we will call the quotient map Proof. Let ą G be a strong shelling order on EpGq. Assume that f : VpGq Ñ VpHq is the quotient map. For each e P EpHq, letẽ be the least edge in f´1peq with respect to ą G . We define the induced order ą H as follows:
e 1 ą H e 2 if and only ifẽ 1 ą Gẽ2 .
Since G is ESS, when e 1 ą H e 2 , eitherẽ 1 is adjacent toẽ 2 , orẽ 1 can be connected withẽ 2 by some edge tu 1 , u 2 u such that tu 1 , u 2 u ą Gẽ2 . In the former case, e 1 is adjacent to e 2 . In the latter case, if f pu 1 q ‰ f pu 2 q, then e 1 can be connected with e 2 by e 3 " f ptu 1 , u 2 uq with the property that e 3 ą H e 2 . Otherwise, f pu 1 q " f pu 2 q. Hence e 1 and e 2 are adjacent.
Let G be a finite simple graph. A blow-up of G at the vertex v P VpGq is the new graph H such that (a) VpHq " pVpGqzvq Y tv 1 , . . . , v m u with tv 1 , . . . , v m u X VpGq " ∅; (b) EpHq consists of the following two parts: (i) EpGzvq; (ii) tv i , uu | 1 ď i ď m and tv, uu P EpGq ( . If graph G 1 can be obtained from G by a sequence of blow-ups, G 1 will be called a blow-up graph of G.
Lemma 4.10. Let H be a blow-up graph of G. If G is ESS, then so is H.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that VpGq " t x 1 , . . . , x n u and H is a blowup of G at the vertex x 1 . Let ∆ and ∆ 1 be the one-dimensional pure simplicial complexes whose facet graphs are G and H respectively. Then ∆ 1 " ∆ ps 1 ,1,...,1q for some positive integer s 1 . Now, we apply the "only if" part of Theorem 2.5.
Let T be a tree, i.e., a connected finite simple graph which contains no cycle. Without loss of generality, we may assume that VpT q " rns. Note that for arbitrary vertices i and j of T , there exists a unique path P : i " i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i r " j from i to j. Following [Nae08] , bpi, jq :" i 1 is called the begin of P and epi, jq " i r´1 is the end of P . We can attach a generic matrix ApT q to T as follows. Assume that EpT q " t e 1 , . . . , e n´1 u. For each edge e k " ti, ju with i ă j, the k-th row of ApT q is r k "´x i,j ε i`xj,i ε j . Here ε i is the i-th canonical unit vector in R n .
On the other hand, after [HR16] , we can associate a special graph G T to the tree T . The vertices of the graph G T is given by
And tx i,k , x j,l u is an edge of G T if and only if there exists a path P from i to j such that k " bpi, jq and l " epi, jq. The graph G T will be called the generic bi-CM graph (abbreviated as generic graph) attached to T .
Example 4.11. For instance, for the two trees in Figure 2 , we have the corresponding generic matrices
ApT 1 q "¨´x , and the attached generic graphs in Figure 3 .
Figure 2. Some trees
In the following, we will discuss the properties of the generic graph of a tree with at least 3 vertices, since the 2-vertices case is clear. The following observations are easy to check.
Observation 4.12. (a) If i is a leaf in T , and k is the unique vertex adjacent to i, then in the generic graph G T , x k,i is a leaf, and x i,k is the unique vertex adjacent to x k,i in G T . (b) Let i, j be two leaves in I, and let k, l be the unique vertices adjacent to i and j respectively.
Then in the unique path connecting i and j, bpi, jq " k and epi, jq " l. Hence in the generic graph G T , tx i,k , x j,l u P EpG T q. Lemma 4.13. Let G T be the generic graph of a tree T . If x i 1 ,k 1 , x i 2 ,k 2 , . . . , x it,kt are adjacent to x j 1 ,l 1 in G T , then there exists a leaf x l 2 ,j 2 , such that x j 2 ,l 2 is adjacent to all of
Proof. If j 1 is a leaf in the graph T , then x l 1 ,j 1 is a leaf in G T satisfying the requirement.
If j 1 is not a leaf in the graph T , then there exists a leaf j 2 , such that bpj 1 , j 2 q ‰ l 1 . Assume that epj 1 , j 2 q " l 2 . It is clear that x l 2 ,j 2 is a leaf in the generic graph G T , and
Given a finite simple graph G, the clique number of G is the largest cardinality of the cliques in G.
Proposition 4.14. Let G T be the generic graph of a tree T . Then the following quantities coincide:
(1) The clique number of G T ; (2) the number of leaves in G T ; (3) the number of leaves in T .
Proof. Take an arbitrary vertex x l,j P VpG T q. If j is a leaf in T , then l is the unique vertex adjacent to j in G. Thus, by Observation 4.12, x l,j is a leaf in G T . On the other hand, if j is not a leaf in T , then there exists another vertex, say, k, adjacent to j in G. As tx l,j , x j,l u, tx l,j , x k,j u P EpG T q, it is clear that x l,j is not a leaf in G T . Hence, (2) is identical to (3).
Assume that j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j t are all the leaves in T , and the unique vertices adjacent to them are l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l t respectively. We claim that t x j 1 ,l 1 , x j 2 ,l 2 , . . . , x jt,lt u is a maximum clique of G T . If fact, for distinct a, b P rts, it is clear that bpj a , j b q " l a and epj a , j b q " l b . Therefore,
On the other hand, assume that t x i 1 ,k 1 , x i 2 ,k 2 , . . . , x is,ks u is also a maximum clique of G T . By Lemma 4.13, if x ka,ia is not a leaf of G t , we can replace x ia,ka by suitable x j a 1 ,l a 1 and get a clique of same size. As we will check all the vertices in this maximum clique and do the replacement whenever necessary, we arrive at the expected inequality s ď t. Hence, the maximum clique number is indeed t, i.e., (1) is identical to (2).
Next, we study the diameter of the generic graph of a tree.
Lemma 4.15. Let G T be the generic graph of a tree T . If tx i 1 ,k 1 , x j 1 ,l 1 u and tx i 2 ,k 2 , x j 2 ,l 2 u are two edges of G T , then at least one of the following four edges belongs to EpG T q:
Proof. As tx i 1 ,k 1 , x j 1 ,l 1 u P EpG T q, there exists a unique path in T connecting i 1 and j 1 , such that bpi 1 , j 1 q " k 1 and epi 1 , j 1 q " l 1 . It is easy to see that for any vertex a in T , the farthest vertex among i 1 , k 1 , j 1 , l 1 is either i 1 or j 1 . Without loss of generality, we assume that i 1 is the farthest one for the vertex k 2 . We have the following two cases.
(i) If the distance d T pi 1 , i 2 q ą d T pi 1 , k 2 q, then there exists a path connecting i 1 and i 2 , such that bpi 1 , i 2 q " k 1 and epi 1 , i 2 q " k 2 . Hence
then clearly there exists a path connecting i 1 and j 2 , such that bpi 1 , j 2 q " k 1 and epi 1 , i 2 q " l 2 . Hence tx i 1 ,k 1 , x j 2 ,l 2 u P EpG T q.
Corollary 4.16. Let i be a leaf in T , and let j be the unique vertex adjacent to i. If
Proof. Since tx k 1 ,l 1 , x k 2 ,l 2 u, tx i,j , x j,i u P EpG T q, by Lemma 4.15, at least one of tx i,j , x k 1 ,l 1 u, tx i,j , x k 2 ,l 2 u, tx j,i , x k 1 ,l 1 u and tx j,i , x k 2 ,l 2 u is an edge in G T . Note by Observation 4.12 that x j,i is a leaf in G T , and the unique vertex adjacent to x j,i is x i,j . Thus, we have
Proposition 4.17. Let G T be the generic graph of a tree T with at least 3 vertices. Then G T is connected and the diameter of G T is 3.
Proof. Note that for any vertex x i,k , there exists at least one edge tx i,k , x k,i u adjacent to x i,k . So, the connectivity follows from Lemma 4.15. Again, by Lemma 4.15, the diameter of G T is at most 3. Assume that i, j are two leaves, and ti, ku, tj, lu P EpT q. Since T has at least 3 vertices, k ‰ j and i ‰ l. It is clear that tx i,k , x j,l u P EpG T q, and the distance between x k,i and x l,j in G T is 3.
The following is an important property of the generic graph of a tree.
Proposition 4.18 ([HR16, Proposition 6]).
For any tree T , the generic graph G T is bi-CM.
We will generalize it and consider bi-strong-shellability; see Theorem 4.24.
Proposition 4.19. For any tree T , the generic graph G T is ESS.
Proof. We prove by induction on n " |VpT q|. If n is 2, the situation is clear. Hence we may assume that n ě 3 and for all trees T 1 with |VpT 1 q| ď n´1, this proposition holds for T 1 . Without loss of generality, we may assume that VpT q " rns and n is a leaf of T which is adjacent to the vertex n´1 in T . Let T 1 be the tree by deleting n from T . Thus the edge set EpG T 1 q of the generic graph G T 1 has a strong shelling order ą T 1 . We will extend ą T 1 to give a strong shelling order on EpG T q. Note that G T can be built from G T 1 by attaching the following edges:
(i) The "cone" part: the edges tx n,n´1 , x i,j u for all i P rn´2s such that j " bpi, nq for a path from i to n in T . (ii) The "handle" part: the edge tx n,n´1 , x n´1,n u. Let ą T be an arbitrary total order on EpG T q satisfying:
(1) For two edges e 1 , e 2 P EpG T 1 q, e 1 ą T e 2 if and only if e 1 ą T 1 e 2 ;
(2) If e 1 is in the "cone" part or in the "handle" part, and e 2 P EpG T 1 q, then e 1 ą T e 2 .
The existence of such an ordering is without question. We claim that ą T is a strong shelling order on EpG T q. In fact, the only case we need to check is when e 1 is in the "cone" part or in the "handle" part, and e 2 P EpG T 1 q. Assume that e 1 " tx n,n´1 , x i,j u and e 2 " tx k 1 ,l 1 , x k 2 ,l 2 u. Note that n is a leaf in the graph T , by Corollary 4.16. Thus tx n,n´1 , x k 1 ,l 1 u P EpG T q or tx n,n´1 x k 2 ,l 2 u P EpG T q. Note that tx n,n´1 , x k 1 ,l 1 u ą T e 2 and tx n,n´1 , x k 2 ,l 2 u ą T e 2 by the construction of ą T . This complete the proof.
Example 4.20. To illustrate the previous proof, let's look back at the aforementioned two figures in Example 4.11. In the Figure 2 , the edge of the leaf that we are considering are labeled with ♣. In the Figure 3 , the "cone" part edges are labeled with ♥ while the "handle" part are labeled with ♠.
Recall that if I is a squarefree monomial ideal in S " Krx 1 , . . . , x n s generated by squarefree monomials u i , 1 ď i ď m, then the Alexander dual of I, denoted by I _ , is defined to be the squarefree monomial ideal
It is well-known that pI _ q _ " I. Furthermore, if I is minimally generated by u i , 1 ď i ď m, then above equation (‹) actually gives a minimal irredudant primary decomposition of I _ . Finally, we are ready to connect the linear resolution property with the strong shellability in Theorem 4.3.
Proof of (3) ñ (1) in Theorem 4.3. Without loss of generality, we may assume that VpGq " t x 1 , . . . , x n u. Suppose that the quadratice squarefree monomial ideal IpGq Ă S " Krx 1 , . . . , x n s has a linear resolution and let J " IpGq _ be its Alexander dual ideal. Then, by the wellknown Eagon-Reiner theorem [ER98, Theorem 3], J is Cohen-Macaulay with codimension 2. Suppose that t u 1 , . . . , u m`1 u is the minimal monomial generating set of J. Applying the graded Nakayama Lemma to the Taylor resolution of J, we have a minimal graded free resolution of of S{J in the form
since it has to satisfy the Hilbert-Burch theorem [BH93, Theorem 1.4.17]. Here, A is called a Hilbert-Burch matrix of J. Each row of A has exactly two nonzero entries, say, on the i-th and j-th complements with i ă j, corresponding to a Taylor relation of u i and u j :
where u i,j " u i { gcdpu i , u j q and u j,i " u j { gcdpu i , u j q. Now we have a finite simple graph T " T A on rm`1s such that the row of A in above form contributes an edge ti, ju to T . Since T has m`1 vertices, m-edges and no isolated vertex, T is indeed a tree. For more details of these preparations, see the discussions in [BH95, Remark 6.3] and [Nae08] . Actually, the matrix A can be obtained from the generic matrix ApT q by the substitution:
Therefore, J " č iăj pu i,bpi,jq , u j,epi,jby [Nae08, Proposition 1.4]. For each squarefree monomial u i,j , we may denote degpu i,j q by dpi, jq and assume that u i,j " x i,j;1 x i,j;2 . . . x i,j;dpi,jq , a product of distinct variables in S. We consider the matrix A p obtained from generic matrix ApT q by the substitution:
, a product of distinct new variables. The maximal minor ideal of A p is
Let G p be the finite simple graph whose edge ideal IpG p q " J _ p . Obviously G p is a blow-up graph of the generic graph G T ; the vertex x i,j is replaced by the vertices x pkq i,j , 1 ď k ď dpi, jq. As G T is ESS by Proposition 4.19, so is G p by Lemma 4.10.
On the other hand, J can be obtained from J p by the substitution:
Notice that J is squarefree with codimension 2. This implies that G is a proper quotient graph of the graph G p :
As G p is ESS, so is G by Lemma 4.9.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to the bi-SS property of the generic graph G T of a tree T . Note that we can assign directions to every edge of T and end up with an oriented tree D T . A directed edge from v to u will be called an arc and can be represented by Ý Ñ vu. The set of arcs will be represented by ApD T q. With respect to D T , the in-neighborhood of v P VpT q is ND
One can similarly define the out-neighborhood ND T pvq of v in D T . A vertex of D T is called a source if it does not have in-neighbors. The oriented tree D T is called an out-tree if it has exactly one source, which will be called the root of D T . An out-tree D T with root v will be denoted by DT ,v . Obviously, given a vertex v P T , one can build up a unique oriented tree D T with D T " DT ,v : for every edge tu 1 , u 2 u P EpT q, ÝÝÑ u 1 u 2 P ApD T q if and only if dis T pv, u 1 q ă dis T pv, u 2 q.
Given an oriented tree D T , the subset
will be called an orientation assignment (associated to D T ). Obviously, |A D T | " |VpT q|´1 and |A D T X tx u,v , x v,u u| " 1 for every edge tu, vu P T . Conversely, given a subset A Ă G T such that |A| " |VpT q|´1 and |A X tx u,v , x v,u u| " 1 for every edge tu, vu P T , one can recover easily the oriented tree D T such that A " A D T . If D T is an out-tree, we will also call A D T an out-tree orientation assignment.
Proposition 4.21. Let IpG T q be the independence complex of G T , where G T is the generic graph of a tree T . Then the facet set
In particular, IpG T q is pure of dimension |VpT q|´2.
Proof. We may assume that |VpT q| " n. Since |VpG T q| " 2pn´1q, for every subset B Ă VpG T q with |B| ě n, one can find suitable x i,j , x j,i P B by the pigeonhole principle. But these two vertices are adjacent in G T , meaning that B is dependent. Hence the cardinality of any independent set of G T is at most n´1.
On the other hand, if B is an independent set containing less than n´1 vertices, we claim that there exists some vertex x i,j P VpG T q, such that B Y tx i,j u is an independent set. Hence every maximal independent set contains exactly n´1 vertices. In fact, since |B| ă n´1, there exists some x i,j P VpG T q, such that x i,j R B and x j,i R B. If x j,i is not adjacent to any vertex in B, then clearly B Y tx j,i u is an independent set. Otherwise, assume that there exists some x l,k P B, such that tx j,i , x l,k u P EpG T q. It is easy to see that neighborhoods satisfy N px i,j q Ď N px l,k q. Since x l,k is a vertex in the independent set B, N px l,k q X B " ∅. Therefore N px i,j q X B " ∅, i.e., B Y tx i,j u is also an independent set.
To establish the description of the facet set, we first show that every out-tree orientation assignment of G T is a facet of IpG T q. Let A " A D T be such an assignment, and let v be the root of D T . Then for every distinct vertices x u 1 ,v 1 and x u 2 ,v 2 in A, dis T pv, u 1 q ă dis T pv, v 1 q and dis T pv, u 2 q ă dis T pv, v 2 q. We claim that x u 1 ,v 1 and x u 2 ,v 2 are not adjacent in G T . In fact, if tx u 1 ,v 1 , x u 2 ,v 2 u P EpG T q, then for the root v, the farthest vertex among u 1 , v 1 , u 2 , v 2 is either u 1 or u 2 , a contradiction. On the other hand, for any vertex x i,j P VpG T qzA, x j,i P A and these two vertices are adjacent in G T . Therefore, A cannot be properly expanded to a bigger independent set.
Finally, we will show that every independent set A with n´1 vertices in G T is an out-tree orientation assignment. Note that any such set A is an orientation assignment. Say A " A D T . It follows from [BJG09, Proposition 2.1.1] that D T contains at least one source. Let v be one such vertex. If D T ‰ DT ,v , then there exists x u,u 1 P A, such that dis T pv, uq ą dis T pv, u 1 q. Let w " epu, vq. As v is a source, x v,w P A and tx v,w , x u,u 1 u P EpG T q. This contradicts to the assumption that A is an independent set. Hence A " A DT ,v is an out-tree orientation assignment. This completes the proof. and A DT ,v be two distinct out-tree orientation assignments. Then
Proof. When tu, vu is an edge of T , it is clear that A DT ,u and A DT ,v exchange x u,v with x v,u .
Hence dispA DT ,u , A DT ,v q " 1. As the distance function on FpIpG Tsatisfies the triangle inequality, for general u, v P VpT q, one has dis IpG T q pA DT ,u , A DT ,v q ď dis T pu, vq. On the other hand, suppose that dis T pu, vq " t ě 2. Say u " x i 0 , x i 1 , . . . , x it " v is the unique path from u to v in T . Then Theorem 4.24. For any tree T , the generic graph G T is bi-SS.
Proof. By Proposition 4.19, we have already seen that G T is ESS. Therefore, it remains to show that the independence complex of G T is strongly shellable. By Proposition 4.21, it suffices to investigate the out-tree orientation assignments of G T .
There exists a total order on VpT q: u 1 , . . . , u n , such that the induced subgraph T k of T on tu 1 , . . . , u k u is connected for each k P rns. We will simply write A DT ,u i as A u i . It remains to prove that A u 1 , . . . , A un is a strong shelling order on FpIpG T qq. In fact, for each pair i ă j, since T j is connected, there exists a k ă j, such that tu k , u j u P EpT q and dis T pu i , u j q " dis T pu i , u k q`1. By applying Lemma 4.22 and Lemma 2.2, one can complete the proof.
As for pure simplicial complexes, strong shellability implies Cohen-Macaulayness, we see immediately that Theorem 4.24 generalizes Proposition 4.18.
Remark 4.25. We considered the codimension one graph Γp∆q of a pure simplicial complex ∆ in [GSW] . This is a finite simple graph whose vertex set is Fp∆q, and two vertices F, G are adjacent in Γp∆q if and only if |F zG| " 1. Now given the generic graph G T of some tree T , we look that ΓpIpG T qq. It follows immediately from Lemma 4.22 that ΓpIpG Tis isomorphic to T . This fact means that from the generic graph G T of some tree T , we can indeed recover T up to isomorphism.
Also from this point of view, the strong shellability of IpG T q in Theorem 4.24 can be regarded as a special case of [GSW, Theorem 4 .7], where we gave a characterization of strongly shellable pure complexes in terms of their codimension one graphs.
ESS bipartite graphs
Recall that a Ferrers graph is a bipartite graph G on two disjoint vertex set X " tx 1 , . . . , x m u and Y " ty 1 , . . . , y n u such that if tx i , y j u P EpGq, then so is tx r , y s u for 1 ď r ď i and 1 ď s ď j. It follows from [CN09, Theorems 4.1, 4.2] that a bipartite graph G with no isolated vertex is a Ferrers graph if and only if the complement graph G is chordal. Therefore, by Theorem 4.3, a bipartite graph with no isolated vertex is ESS if and only if it is a Ferrers graph. In this section, we will study the ESS property of these graphs from a new point of view.
Let G be a finite simple graph. Take arbitrary vertex w from G. The set of vertices which has distance i from w will be denoted by Dpw, iq. Clearly, Dpw, 0q " twu and Dpw, 1q " N pwq, the neighborhood of w.
Definition 5.1. For a vertex x P Dpw, iq, the upward neighborhood of x with respect to w, denoted by uN w pxq, is the set N pxq X Dpw, i`1q. The cardinality of this set will be called the upward degree of x with respect to w and denoted by ud w pxq. The upward degree sequence on Dpw, iq is a sequence of upward degrees of all vertices in Dpw, iq arranged in decreasing order:
ud w px 1 q ě ud w px 2 q ě¨¨¨ě ud w px t q. Correspondingly, we can define the downward neighborhood dN w pxq.
Let G be a simple graph. Recall that the line graph LpGq of G is the graph such that VpLpGqq " EpGq and t e 1 , e 2 u P EpLpGqq if and only if e 1 and e 2 are adjacent in G. For simplicity, if two edges e 1 and e 2 of G satisfies dis LpGq pe 1 , e 2 q " d, we will also say that they have distance d in G.
In particular, if G is an ESS graph, then every two non-adjacent edges of G will be adjacent to a common edge in G. In other words, every two non-adjacent edges of an ESS graph have distance 2. Consequently, the diameter of G is at most 3. Hence, for any vertex w in G, we have the partition of the vertex set VpGq " Dpw, 0q \ Dpw, 1q \ Dpw, 2q \ Dpw, 3q.
Lemma 5.2. Let w be a vertex of an ESS bipartite graph G. For i " 1 or 2 and two vertices x, y P Dpw, iq, we have either uN w pxq Ď uN w pyq or uN w pyq Ď uN w pxq.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that we can find x 1 P uN w pxqz uN w pyq and y 1 P uN w pyqz uN w pxq. Then tx, x 1 u, ty, y 1 u P EpGq, and tx, y 1 u, ty, x 1 u R EpGq. Since G is a bipartite graph, we have tx, yu, tx 1 , y 1 u R EpGq. Thus, the distance between tx, x 1 u and ty, y 1 u is more than 2. This is a contradiction since every two non-adjacent edges of an ESS graph have distance 2.
Corollary 5.3. Let w be a vertex of an ESS bipartite graph G. For i " 1 or 2, if |Dpw, iq| " t, we can order the vertices in Dpw, iq : x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x t such that uN w px 1 q Ě¨¨¨Ě uN w px t q. In particular, ud w px 1 q ě¨¨¨ě ud w px t q.
Lemma 5.4. Let w be a vertex of an ESS bipartite graph G. For any vertex x P Dpw, 2q with uN w pxq ‰ ∅, we have dN w pxq " Dpw, 1q.
Proof. Since uN w pxq ‰ ∅, we have y P Dpw, 3q such that tx, yu is an edge of G. Assume that there exists z P Dpw, 1qz dN w pxq. We claim that the distance between tx, yu and tw, zu is more than 2. In fact, the claim follows from the facts that tx, zu R EpGq, dis G pw, xq " 2 and dis G pw, yq " 3. But this is again a contradiction since every two non-adjacent edges of an ESS graph have distance 2.
Corollary 5.5. Let w be a vertex of an ESS bipartite graph G. We order the vertices in Dpw, 1q : x 1 , . . . , x t and in Dpw, 2q : y 1 , . . . , y s as in Corollary 5.3. If ud w py i q ě 1 for some i P rss, then y i P uN w px t q. In particular, this index i is at most ud w px t q. Now, we are ready to explain how to re-construct an ESS bipartite graph G which has no isolated vertex. Construction 5.6. Given two upward degree sequences d 1 ě¨¨¨ě d t and
" 0, we construct a graph G as follows: (1) Start with a vertex, which will be called w.
(2) Choose a set of new vertices V pw, 1q " tx 1 , . . . , x t u for G. We require that w is adjacent to all vertices in V pw, 1q in G. For each i P rts, label the vertex x i implicitly by the weight d i . (3) Choose a set of new vertices V pw, 2q " ty 1 , . . . , y d 1 u for G. For each i P rts, we require that x i is adjacent to all the initial d i vertices in V pw, 2q in G. For each j P rd 1 s, label the vertex y j implicitly by the weight d 1 j . (4) Choose the final set of new vertices V pw, 3q " tz 1 , . . . , z d 1 1 u for G. For each k P rd t s, we require that y k is adjacent to all the initial d 1 k vertices in V pw, 3q in G.
The graph G here will be called a graph constructed (from vertex w) by upward degree sequences.
Example 5.7. In Figure 4 , we have a graph constructed by upward degree sequences 4 ě 3 ě 2 and 2 ě 1 ě 0 " 0. (1) Let G be a graph constructed by upward sequences as above. It is clear that G is bipartite and dis G pw, xq ď 3 for any x P G. Furthermore, Dpw, iq " V pw, iq for i " 1, 2, 3.
(2) In addition, if d t " 0, then there exists no vertex in Dpw, 2q which has nonempty upward neighborhood. Hence V pw, 3q " ∅.
Theorem 5.9. Let G be a connected finite simple graph. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) G is an ESS bipartite graph.
(2) G can be constructed from any vertex of G by upward degree sequences.
(3) G can be constructed from a vertex of G by upward degree sequences.
Proof.
(1)ñ(2): Let G be an ESS bipartite graph. Choose a vertex w arbitrarily and set V pw, 1q " Dpw, 1q. It is clear that w is adjacent to any vertex in V pw, 1q. By Lemma 5.2, there exists a total order x 1 , . . . , x t of the vertices in V pw, 1q such that ( †) uN w px 1 q Ě¨¨¨Ě uN w px t q.
If we denote the upward degree of x i with respect to w by d i , then obviously d 1 ě d 2 ě¨¨¨ě d t .
Following from the containment in ( †), there exists a total order y 1 , . . . , y d 1 of vertices in uN w px 1 q, such that y j P uN w px i q whenever j ď d i . Note that if y P Dpw, 2q, then y is adjacent to some x i P Dpw, 1q. Hence y P uN w px i q Ď uN w px 1 q. Therefore Dpw, 2q " uN w px 1 q. We will set V pw, 2q " Dpw, 2q.
By Lemma 5.4, any y P Dpw, 2q with uN w pyq ‰ ∅ will satisfy y P uN w px t q. Note that uN w px t q " t y 1 , . . . , y dt u. By Lemma 5.2, we may assume that ( ‡) uN w py 1 q Ě¨¨¨Ě uN w py dt q.
If we denote the upward degree of y i with respect to w by d 1 i , then obviously
Following from the containment in ( ‡), there exists a total order z 1 , . . . , z d 1 1 of vertices in uN w py 1 q, such that z j P uN w py i q whenever j ď d 1 i . Similar to the previous argument, we will have Dpw, 3q " uN w py 1 q. Set V pw, 3q " uN w py 1 q.
Since the diameter of G is at most 3, we have V pGq "twu \ Dpw, 1q \ Dpw, 2q \ Dpw, 3q
"twu \ V pw, 1q \ V pw, 2q \ V pw, 3q.
By the above discussion, G is constructed from w by upward degree sequences.
(2)ñ(3) is clear.
(3)ñ(1): Let G be the graph constructed by Construction 5.6. It is easy to see that G is a bipartite graph with no isolated vertex. In the following, we will show that G is ESS. Let's assign an total order ą on V pGq:
w ą x 1 ą¨¨¨ą x t ą y 1 ą¨¨¨ą y d 1 ą z 1 ą¨¨¨ą z d 1
.
For simplicity, for each edge ta 1 , a 2 u in G, we always assume that a 1 ą a 2 . We will consider the lexicographic order ą lex on the edge set of G with respect to ą, i.e., for every pair of edges ta 1 , a 2 u, tb 1 , b 2 u P EpGq, ta 1 , a 2 u ą lex tb 1 , b 2 u if and only if a 1 ą b 1 , or a 1 " b 1 and a 2 ą b 2 .
We claim that the lexicographic order ą lex on EpGq is a strong shelling order. Take two distinct edges ta 1 , a 2 u ą lex tb 1 , b 2 u. We may assume that these two edges are disjoint. Thus, it suffices to consider the following cases:
(i) Suppose that a 1 and b 1 belong to the same set V pw, iq for some i. As a 1 ą b 1 , uN w pa 1 q Ě uN w pb 1 q. Thus, we have the connecting edge ta 1 , b 2 u P EpGq. It is obvious that ta 1 , b 2 u ą lex tb 1 , b 2 u. (ii) Suppose that a 1 " w and b 1 P V pw, 1q. Then we have the connecting edge ta 1 , b 1 u P EpGq. It is obvious that ta 1 , b 1 u ą lex tb 1 , b 2 u. (iii) Suppose that a 1 " w and b 1 P V pw, 2q. As b 2 P uN w pb 1 q ‰ ∅, dN w pb 1 q " V pw, 1q by Lemma 5.4. Hence we have the connecting edge ta 2 , b 1 u P EpGq. It is obvious that ta 2 , b 1 u ą lex tb 1 , b 2 u. (iv) Suppose that a 1 P V pw, 1q and b 1 P V pw, 2q. As the previous case, dN w pb 1 q " V pw, 1q.
Hence we have the connecting edge ta 1 , b 1 u P EpGq. It is obvious that ta 1 , b 1 u ą lex tb 1 , b 2 u. Thus ą lex is a strong shelling order on EpGq.
Corollary 5.10. Let G be an ESS bipartite graph which has no isolated vertex. Then there exists a vertex w 1 , such that the distance between w 1 and any vertex of G is at most 2.
Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 5.9, we will assume that G is constructed from the vertex w by the associated upward degree sequences, as in Construction 5.6. Consider the following cases:
(1) If d t " 0, by Remark 5.8, we will have V pw, 3q " ∅. Hence there exists no vertex in G which has distance 3 from w. (2) If d t ‰ 0, we claim that w 1 " y 1 will be sufficient. Apparently, dis G pw, y 1 q " 2 and y 1 is adjacent to any vertex in V pw, 1q Y V pw, 3q. For any distinct vertex y i P V pw, 2q, it is clear that tx 1 , y i u, tx 1 , y 1 u P EpGq. Hence dis G py i , y 1 q " 2 for each 2 ď i ď d 1 .
Remark 5.11. By Corollary 5.10, if G is an ESS bipartite graph with no isolated vertex, we can choose a proper vertex w, such that V pGq " twu \ Dpw, 1q \ Dpw, 2q. Assume that Dpw, 1q " tx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x t u and Dpw, 2q " ty 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m u as in Construction 5.6. If we set y 0 " w, then the two disjoint parts tx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x t u and ty 0 , y 1 , . . . , y m u satisfy:
if tx i , y j u P EpGq, then tx t , y s u P EpGq for all t ď i and s ď j.
This shows that G is a Ferrers graph.
